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c Access to resources from outside

If access to the BUTC’s documentary portal, Eliot, is
possible from the outside, it isn’t the case of all the
resources.
Two possibilities :

Access via VPN (Web VPN or Client VPN).
https://vpnasa.utc.fr
This service on the UTC’s internal network from the outside the university and so
to enjoy the same access as if you were at the university.
With VPN, you can then query the database and view the full text of the online
resources.
For Web VPN, your e-mail identifiers will be asked you. Once connected, to bring
in the URL which you want to visit in the address bar. If you change site, it is
necessarily necessary to go back by the address bar.
With the customer VPN on the other hand, your computer behaves as if it was
directly connected to the internal network.

Nomade Access :
This service provides access to some databases from outside the UTC and from
any computer connected to the Internet, in France and abroad.
The nomade access allows you to view the full text of the resources.
When the nomade access is indicated in the bibliographical notes of the
database that you wish to question, copy the adress of the database in your
browser, select the University of Technology of Compiegne (or possibly BUTCSCD) and then authenticate with your email identifiers.
All the resources are not accessible for technical or copyright reasons but the list
may grow rich then do not hesitate to visit it regularly.

For any information, contact valerie.basseville@utc.fr
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c Quelques pistes à explorer…

Eliot, documentary portal of UTC :
Eliot is a web service which allows you to access and use the whole BUTC
paper and electronic collections.
Its federated search engine will allow you to do simultaneous searches on the
whole BUTC collection : paper resources (all the BUTC library collection),
electronic resources (periodicals and books, teacher-researchers articles,
theses, reports…) and also a part of the databases content (Academic Search
Premier, ScienceDirect, Wiley…).
Multiple searches are not needed anymore to find what you search for.
Eliot also provides personalized services : beside the famous shopping basket
and the research history, it allows you to consult your account reader, to create
your own alerts and to configure them. It also offers many online services :
request for items in the stacks, interlibrary loans and acquisition requests.
Now, you don’t need any more to go to the BUTC to drop off your forms !
To consult it, connect you on : http://bibliotheque.utc.fr and to use all its
potentialities, you only need to "login" (email identifiers).

Modalities of identification
You are members of the UTC, enter your name and your email password.

For any information, contact valerie.basseville@utc.fr
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Some tracks to be investigated…

Catalogue of digital resources AtoZ
(On the library portal, click on " online Resources " in the tab " Explore the
resources ")
To make it easier with the identification and the search of online resources, the
University Library established a catalogue which counts not only all the digital
resources (magazines and electronic books) the library has subscribed to but
also the ones present in the database.
The link to access to the site:
http://atoz.ebsco.com/titles.asp?Id=K10633&sid=16330683&TabID=2
We can consult the list of the resources through the alphabetical keypad, search
for a resource (title, editor, ISSN, subject or all titles), select a subject or use
the index of the principal editors or access providers.
To help you use this service ; consult the tab “A propos de ce site”:

For any information, contact valerie.basseville@utc.fr
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Some tracks to be investigated…

Techniques de l’Ingénieur :
(On the library portal, click on “Databases” in the tab " Explore the resources "
or make a research)

It is a technical online database which offers to the engineer a synthetic
information in various fields such as mathematics, chemistry, electronic,
materials or the environment.
On this website, there is an access to the entire library collection which is
regularly updated. That is to say around 3500 articles written by the best
specialists.

For any information, contact valerie.basseville@utc.fr
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Some tracks to be investigated…c
EBSCOhost Databases :
(On the library portal, click on “Databases” in the tab " Explore the resources "
or make a research)
EBSCOhost permits to interrogate, simultaneously or not, 3 databases and
offers links to the full text of the reviews which propose it ; with an embargo
period which can last from 6 months to one year:

Academic Search Premier
It is a multidisciplinary database which proposes the access to 8211 specialized
magazines title, including 4648 with full text (with an embargo which sometimes
can last until 12 months).

GreenFILE
This database deals with sustainable development issues and fields dedicated to
environmental thematics such as: global warming, reducing the energy
consumption, natural resources, biological agriculture, car fleets with hybrid
motors, industrial waste management, pollution or even laws, regulations and
environmental studies. The origins of the suggested documents are academic,
governmental and from general interest; and they deal with the effect of
humans, companies, local and national governments on the environment; and
with what each can do at his level to minimize these effects.

Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection
It’s a database dedicated to the psychology, proposing 560 reviews in complete
text and covering the following subjects: characteristics emotional persons and
behavioral, psychiatry and psychology, mental processes, anthropology and
methods of observation and experimental.
Ebook Collection
EBook collection offers the access to more than ebooks 11 000 in complete text
in numerous domains. Only the recent ebooks in the field of the engineering, of
the energy, of the green chemistry and of the technologies of the environment
is accessible or more than 200 works.

For more information, consult the tutorial of the Catholic University of
Louvain :
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/bspo/documents/AcademicSearchPremierBSPO-2009-onlineversion.pdf

For any information, contact valerie.basseville@utc.fr
La bibliothèque est abonnée à une cinquantaine de bases de données
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bibliographiques ou textuelles. On peut y accéder gratuitement,
seules les
impressions sont payantes.
De nombreuses ressources (livres, périodiques, bases de données…) sont

Du bon usage de la documentation
électronique…
The library has subscribed to approximately 50 bibliographical or textual
databases. We can access it for free, but we have to pay for the printing.
Many resources (books, periodicals, databases…) are now accessible online
from all computers connected to the UTC network.
The access licenses to these resources, signed by the University Library,
assume the respect of some terms of use :







The access to the electronic resources is reserved to the UTC members
(staff members and students).
The use of the resources is strictly professional: limited to educational,
research and administration activities.
Massive downloading of data (with spam or other techniques of
automatic downloading) is forbidden.
The documents can be printed or saved, in the limits of fair use and for
non commercial and strictly private use. It is especially prohibited to
distribute copies to someone else than the authorized users; whatever
the form (paper or electronic).
Documents cannot be modified, adapted, transformed or translated;
nor used in a way which could infringe the copyright or other related
property rights.

The providers of these resources reserve the right to cancel the contract
or to prohibit access to these resources in case of misuse of the service
and/or its content.

References :





Relative clauses of artistic and literacy property law :
http://www.cfcopies.com/V2/leg/home.php
Articles L122-4 and L112-5 of the intellectual property's code :
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT00000
6069414
Article 20 of UTC's library Regulation (approved by the documentary
committee on 28th November 2008)
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La bibliothèque est abonnée à une cinquantaine de bases de données
bibliographiques ou textuelles. On peut y accéder gratuitement, seules les
impressions sont payantes.
De nombreuses ressources (livres, périodiques, bases de données…) sont
maintenant accessibles en ligne depuis tout poste informatique connecté au
réseau de l'UTC (à l'exception de Scifinder uniquement consultable à la BUTC).
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